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Abstract: The article deals with the development of control system for air and gas supply to the boiler of steam
generator unit. To decide the task, classical and fuzzy regulators were used. A developed system with the
hybrid regulator controls the electric motors, executing slide regulation of air and gas valves at the boiler inlet.
The control provides an optimal air-gas ratio. A system of deduction fuzzy rules was obtained by comparing
of reactions of fuzzy regulation system with the reference one. This approach allows to escape the human-error
mistakes. A hybrid regulator based system allows to get more adequate reactions of the system and to provide
high quality of control during measurement of object parameters.
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INTRODUCTION MATERIALS AND METHODS

Steam generator units are used in the oil industry A hybrid regulator based system is  determined by
plants. The unit includes a boiler. Burner mode and a law of transformation [5]. At the law of transformation,
quality of fuel burning are provided by air  and  gas a new structure of system knowledge is based on the
supply to the burner and removal of combustion products previous one. A hybrid system consists of two levels of
from it. Smoke exhausters, fans and the control valves are data processing and interaction [6, 7]. A two-level system
provided for these purposes; boiler overall performance of  data processing  and  interaction  is illustrated in
depends on their qualitative operation. Figure 2.

The blended  fuel  "air-gas"  is  supplied  to  the The  first  level is determined by the traditional
boiler through  the valves in air and gas control loops. formal-logical reasoning. The control tasks on the first
The  electric  motor  controls  the  position   of  valves. level are decided using the analytical methods of control
The electric motor is controlled using the hybrid regulator. theory.

A system of hybrid control over the valve motors for Methods of artificial intelligence are used on the
air and gas supply to the burner provides prompt second level. The models are implemented using the fuzzy
regulation. The use of hybrid regulators safes energy logic rules. It provides the qualitative object control and
sources [1, 2]. investigation of different aspects of fuzziness based on

When deciding the task of investigation of a hybrid the results of investigations of the first level.
regulator, it was considered the steam generator unit of Two-level positioning allows to consider the general
type UPG-50/6M with the boiler TSKTI-TKZ 120/ 150 for structure of data processing system from different
the oil field. viewpoints. Interaction of elements (components) has not

Structural diagram of the burner is shown in Figure 1. only mechanical or electric character, but also an
In Figure 1 the valves are shown by the signs with informative one. It is an important attribute of the modern

hundred percent regulation. The actuating devices are technical and organizational systems.
electrically driven. The main task during design and further modeling of

A scientific approach, called "hybrid systems" is the two-level system is the model creation. This model is
used for the development and investigation of similar an integration of the classical control theory and a model
control systems [3, 4]. with  the fuzzy logic. This approach provides the desirable
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Fig. 1: Burner

Fig. 2: Two-level system of data processing and and regulated parameters result in reduction of the
interaction regulation quality even if the fuzzy decision making

Fig. 3: Block diagram of the hybrid control system have the view, shown in Figure 4.

control over the engineering facilities during change of The following variables are used as knowledge:
their parameters and/or requirements to the control
quality. Thus, the control task is decided by means of the Deviation of the output variable of the system ;
experts' knowledge. Rate of deviation change ;

A classical model, a classical control system can be
obtained using the methods of automatic control theory.

A structural diagram of the hybrid control system is
shown in Figure 3. The diagram presents a joint use of the
classical and fuzzy regulators. 

Such  system has   a   number   of  disadvantages.
As compared to the traditional automatic control systems,
the systems with fuzzy decision making have better
indices. These systems have better interference
protection, operation speed and accuracy due to more
adequate description of the  functioning  environment.
The systems with fuzzy decision making can at some time
complement and / or replace the traditional automatic
control systems.

However, instability and great quantity of controlled

system is used. The formation of rule base (knowledge
base) for the fuzzy regulator is carried out by the expert
way. It is a main factor, influencing on the regulation
quality. It is necessary to take into consideration
competence and professionality of the expert in the
sphere of interest.

It is suggested to use the knowledge (data), obtained
during the  work  of  the classical control algorithm.
These data are used to form the rule base during the
synthesis and modeling of the fuzzy model. As a result,
the structural diagram of the hybrid control system will
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Fig. 4: Structural   diagram   of   the  hybrid  control the rules of fuzzy logics.
system The error values, integrated error signal and the

Integral of deviation dt; data is supplied to the input of the fuzzy regulator.
Acceleration of deviation . Input and output variables are represented as

A control impact U on the object depends on the Base sets are specified in real variation ranges of physical
selected variables and  developed  algorithms  of  the variables. The variation range of the physical variables is
models interaction. determined in the process of modeling of the system with

The Results of Investigation: For investigation let us functions of fuzzy variables. The diagrams of membership
select the environment Matlab with the interactive system functions for the therm of variables , dt and a control
Simulink and a software package Fuzzy Logic Toolbox. Let signal u(t) are shown in Figure 8.
us select a main parameter for investigation - control For the values of fuzzy variables the following
signal (control code) [8 - 10]. abbreviations were selected:

For synthesis of the fuzzy regulator let us select an
error signal and an integrated error signal dt. We obtain ZN – negative close to zero;
a control system model. Figure 5 shows a model of Z – close to zero; 
discrete control system. ZP – positive close to zero;

Modeling of the  classical  control  system is PS – positive small;
executed in the Matlab environment. Transient process PMS – positive more than small;
diagrams for the model with proportional plus reset PM – positive medium;
regulator and diagrams of error signal , integrated error PMM – positive more than medium;
signal dt and control signal are shown in Figures 6 and PB – positive big;
7 respectively. PMB – positive more than big.

Let us select a discretization interval from the range
of values T (0,1÷0,3)T . The discretization interval0 îó

equals to 0,001 s. ADC digit capacity is selected in
dependence on the quantum value y (cost of the least
significant value).

The value of coordinate y(t) is supplied to the ADC
input. Quantum value y is calculated from the maximum
value of the coordinate y(t) and the value of digit capacity
of the ADC N. Quantum value y equals to the value
1,5975E-005.

To increase the quality of speed regulation of the
second motor, the control system was developed using

control action are recorded to the special file. Then this

linguistic variables and are determined on  base  sets.

classical regulator. The experts define the membership

Fig. 5: Model of discrete control system 
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Fig. 6: Diagrams, dt and u(t) of the classical control Fig. 9: Diagrams , dt and u(t) of the control system
system using the rules of fuzzy logic 

Fig. 7: Transient process diagram of classical control IF  IS Z AND dt IS PB THEN u(t) IS PS.
system IF  IS Z AND dt IS PB THEN u(t) IS ZP.

Fig. 8: Diagrams of membership functions Based on the obtained results it can be concluded,

During the operation of the classical control system, one provides a significant increase of quality of the
the error signal , the integrated error signal dt and the transient process and reduces labor forces for the control
control action  u(t)   are   determined   at   the   same   time system development.

moments. The real values of the measured signals are put
in correspondence with the values of membership
functions of fuzzy variables.

A rule base for the fuzzy regulator presents the
following pattern:

IF  IS PM AND dt IS NOT Z then u(t) is PMB.
IF  IS PM AND dt IS ZP THEN u(t) IS PMB.
IF  IS PS AND dt IS PS THEN u(t) IS PB.
IF  IS PS AND dt IS PM THEN u(t)) IS PMM.
IF  IS ZP AND dt IS PM THEN u(t) IS PMM.
IF  IS ZP AND dt IS PM THEN u(t) IS PM.
IF  IS Z AND dt IS PB THEN u(t) IS PMS.

IF  IS ZN AND dt IS PB THEN u(t) IS ZP.
IF  IS ZN OR dt IS PB THEN u(t) IS Z.

The  control  system  was  modeled  using  the rules
of  fuzzy  logic.   The   diagrams   of   transient process,
the  diagrams  of error signal , integrated error signal

dt and control signal are shown in Figures 9 and 10
respectively.

The  results   of   modeling   provide  an opportunity
to carry  out  a  comparative   analysis   of  main
qualitative  indices    of    transient   processes.
Regulation time   of   the   system  with  fuzzy  regulator
is  less  than the one of the system with classical
regulator. The system with fuzzy regulator has no
overregulation.

that the use of fuzzy regulator together with the classical
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Fig. 10:The diagram of transient process of the control system using the rules of fuzzy logic 

Fig. 11:Fuzzy output surface 

Fig. 12:The diagrams of transient processes for the The increase of the control object complexity results
system with classical proportional plus reset in the reduction of the possibility to obtain the accurate
regulator and the system with fuzzy regulator data  about  both  the object itself and the current state of

A graphic interface of the fuzzy output surface viewer
for the developed fuzzy model and a comparative analysis
of the transient processes of the classical and fuzzy
control systems are shown in Figures 11 and 12.

A viewer is necessary to analyze the adequacy of the
control system model with fuzzy parameters. The result of
the analysis provides an opportunity to evaluate the
effect of variation of values of input fuzzy variables on the
value of one output fuzzy variable [11-14].

CONCLUSION
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the regulation process. As a result, the quality of transient 4. Kolesnikov,  A.V.,  2001.  Hybrid  Intellectual
process gets worse significantly. It also results in increase Systems:  Theory  and   Technology of
of financial expenditures in the control of engineering Development.  St. Petersburg,    Publisher:  SPSTU,
process. pp: 600.

Practical direction of materials of the article consists 5. Ignatyev, V.V., 2012. Synthesis of Hybrid Control
in decision of design tasks of hybrid control  systems. Systems Based on Combination of Classical and
The integration of methods of classical theory with the Fuzzy Object Models. Materials of the VIII
methods of decision making models with fuzzy logic is International Scientific and Practical Conference
carried out in the design. As a result, it is possible to "Days of Science - 2012", Engineering Sciences,
obtain the control models, providing the expected control Prague, Publisher: Education and Science s.r.o, Issue
action for the control objects when changing their 94: 88.
parameters and / or requirements to the quality of 6. Ignatyev, V.V., 2013. Fuzzy Control System in an
regulation. Automatic and Automated Production, Ignatyev,

CONCLUSION the 9th International Scientific and Practical

A comparison of numeral and graphic modeling Vol. 36, Technology,  Sofia,  BELGRAD-BG  OOD,
results leads to the following conclusions. In a hybrid pp: 41-43.
regulator a decision making model is based on the data, 7. Solovjev, V.V. and V.I. Finaev, 2012. Synthesis of
obtained during the synthesis and modeling of the Adaptive Control Systems for Multilinked Objects
classical model. The use of hybrid regulator provides a with Fuzzy Parameters. Herald of RSTU, Rostov-on-
significant qualitative increase of transient process of the Don, 1(45): 117-126.
hybrid system. 8. Ignatyev, V.V., 2013. The Use of Fuzzy Regulators,

Design, synthesis and implementation of hybrid Where the Control Systems with Industrial
control systems based on the method, suggested in the Regulators are Used as the  Standard  Ones,
article, significantly reduce the labor forces for Ignatyev, V.V. and I.S. Kobersy. Herald of SFU,
development of automated control systems of engineering Engineering Sciences, Special Issue: Methods and
objects with different parameters. When changing the Means   of   Adaptive    Control    in   Electrical
parameters in the process of operation and / or Power Engineering, Taganrog, Publisher TTI SFU,
requirements to the quality of regulation, there is no need 2(139): 123-127.
for the objects to carry out the additional labor-intensive 9. Ignatyev, V.V., 2013. A Comparison of Fuzzy
mathematical calculations. Regulator with the Proportional Plus Reset One in
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